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1. There is No Climate Emergency - A Direct Public Repudiation of the Great Global Warming Fraud   

The United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (“UN IPCC”) was born to commit fraud because it 

was set up to find evidence of human influence on climate. The warming of the  last century is neither unprecedented, 

nor is there evidence to substantiate the allegations made.  Instead, and to substantiate man-made warming there 

have been unscrupulous attempts to “fiddle the figures”.  When called out on that, the fraudsters resorted to the time-

honoured tricks of misdirection, disinformation, sophistry (to cloud the debate with excessive complexity), ad 

hominem attacks on critics and straight-out lies.  The fraudsters rely on various databases of surface temperatures to 

combine exaggerated figures.  But their problem is that these don’t represent the global position – only fragments of 

it.   Many of the figures used in UN IPCC compilations come from biased computer models and not thermometer 

readings.  The only reliable global database we can use is provided by the NASA satellite network and monitored under 

contract by two separate organisations (RSS and UAH).  This provides timely monthly reports that are automated and 

tamper-proof.  This shows the average temperature for the Lower Troposphere, which is the environment we live in.  

It covers the period since satellites were sent up in 1979.  It shows that if there is no change to the modern rate of 

warming (which we are falsely told is suicidal), the increase over the next century will be about 1.4oC. but not the 4oC. 

to 5.5oC. estimated by the cabal of fraudsters and their local agents. Whether they are wrong by design or simple 

mistake makes no difference.  The Climate Emergency is a fraud as is the Zero Carbon legislation and the Paris Accords. 

  

The UN IPCC’s problem is that human carbon emissions cannot possibly exert a significant influence on the climate. 

There has never been any empirical scientific evidence to corroborate that extravagant claim. The causes are solar 

variability and the way heat transfer is handled by the air, oceans and the water cycle on a diurnal, seasonal and 

multiyear cycle.  The total of three human-affected greenhouse gases (CO2, CH4 and N2O) in the atmosphere at less 

than 420parts per million of air and yet water vapour (which varies from place to place and time to time) is on average 

10,000parts per million.  Of the 420 parts per million that we influence, humans cause only 4% to be emitted.  The rest 

is due to nature. But even worse for the fraudsters, atomic absorption spectroscopy proves that each water vapour 

molecule has five times the efficacy of each molecule of the human influenced gases for incoming solar radiation.  For 

outgoing infrared heat radiation, a water vapour molecule is 12 times as efficacious a “greenhouse gas” as the human 

affected ones.  A law of physics (Beer-Lambert) even proves the impotence of CO2. 



The power of water vapour on its own is easily able to be confirmed from diurnal weather data by any year 12/13 

school child.  Analysis of NIWA’s daily weather data in New Zealand shows the combined effects of the water cycle has 

a major or dominant effect on the distinctly different climates of New Zealand Cities and towns.  QED.   

Carbon Dioxide (CO2) is not a pollutant and being essential for all life on earth, increased levels are preferable to less. 

Whether we spend $34 billion or $34 trillion, New Zealand Zero Emissions strategies cannot change earth’s climate. 

John Rofe, Experienced Fraud Investigator, email:jcrofe@xtra.co.nz  Auckland, NZ,  4 February 2021 

2. CLIMATE EMERGENCY - IS IT AN ACCIDENTAL TRAIL OF MISTAKES, OR A FRAUD BY DESIGN 

Accidents happen.  But if we are to establish whether the mistakes made at the behest of those who dominate the 

agenda of the UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (“UN IPCC”) are either an extraordinary trail of mistakes 

or just a vexatious fraud, we need to take the following factors into consideration: 

1.  What due diligence occurred at either the UN level or the level of our Government and its agencies to verify 

the extravagant claim that human carbon emissions cause climate change, either directly or indirectly?  

2. Have those promoting the mischievous agenda ever provided empirical scientific evidence to back up their 

theories?  It is thirty plus years on and yet nothing to be seen.  Why does the data not support the theory? 

3. When notified of evidence of their mistakes, what actions were taken to correct them? 

4. Are there clear pecuniary, reputational or political motivations for taking actions to profit from mistakes and 

for ignoring or rebutting the advice of independent experts? 

5. Have those folk promoting Anthropogenic Global Warming Theory provided exaggerated, or deceptive and 

misleading advice to the NZ public regarding their theory and the evidence they hold to support it?  

6. Has there been any “misdirection”, or unreasonable explanations for the mistakes that are being used in order 

to prolong a mistaken belief or deliberately false narrative?   

7. Have there been efforts to silence the valid criticism of learned sceptics in universities, professional 

publications and in the mainstream news media? 

8. Have sanctions been imposed on critics using strategies such as career termination, job dismissal, failure to 

promote, failure to provide peer review or provide access to publication... and the marginalisation of critics?   

9. Have the freedom of speech rights of critics been withdrawn or abridged? 

In the case of the bogus Climate Emergency, all of these ploys have been used to stifle both debate and the facts. 

Atmospheric carbon dioxide (hereafter “CO2”), along with water and light are the sole building blocks for all plant life 

on Earth.  They form the basis of the global food pyramid for all species.  Tasteless, colourless and odourless, carbon 

dioxide is now just a trace gas which makes up about 0.04% of the atmosphere.  It has increased in concentration from 

280ppm to 415ppm since 1850, and during that time, NASA studies (including satellite evidence) have shown planet 

Earth has greened as a direct result of the increased level of atmospheric CO2.  Furthermore, studies have shown that 

plants become significantly more drought resistant and growth is enhanced up to 1,200ppm. 

For human respiratory limitations, submariners have a maximum operational level of 5,000ppm and NASA and other 

space agencies prefer an ambient level of below 7,000ppm, to maintain operational effectiveness. 

For this reason the argument that CO2 is a pollutant (with belching smoke stacks shown on TV as emphasis) is 

deliberately misleading, because CO2 is known to be invisible as is water vapour, methane and nitrous oxide.  It is 

essential to all life on Earth.  Those four gases are the subject of a deliberate UN IPCC- coordinated beat-up. 

There is no good reason to either reduce the atmospheric level of CO2 or to seek to reduce human emissions.  The only 

valid focus should be on pollution-reduction efforts.  What heightens the disgusting spectacle of prominent leaders 

(world and domestic) trying to frighten the general public with threats, is their blatant disregard for the most important 

of all the facts affecting our daily lives.   All life on Earth is predominately carbon based and therefore everything we 

eat and drink has carbon in it.  For us to eliminate excess carbon build-up, we do so by exhaling about 100 times the 

quantity of the CO2 gas that we inhale.  Each adult human exhales roughly 360kgs of CO2 per year. 



The seriously stupid idea of humans and animals being taxed for either CO2 or methane emissions is a concept that 

requires the provision of extraordinary evidence of harm.  Yet there is none.  Moreover, on an annual basis, human 

generated CO2 emissions from all sources amounts to about 4% of all emissions, so there are many natural drivers to 

influence the residual balance remaining within the atmosphere, many of which are ignored by the UN IPCC. 

Nitrous oxide (0.3ppm) and methane (1.8ppm) are too rare in the atmosphere and their efficacy at the molecular level 

is too low for anyone to competently contend they pose any threat to the climate.  That is a red flag for fraud. 

From scientific records – since the beginning of time there has never been a period (however short) when it can be 

seen that a change in atmospheric CO2 has ever resulted in a change in the climate.  540 million years ago when the 

first complex life forms on Earth first emerged, the average global temperature was estimated at 22 o Celsius and 

atmospheric CO2 was estimated at 7,000ppm. 

There is good empirical evidence that the level of atmospheric CO2 is affected by changes in Earth’s temperature 

because the oceans (which today hold 50 times the CO2 in the atmosphere) discharge it (and all gases) when warming 

and take it up when cooling.  Progressively, most of the atmospheric CO2 of 540 million years ago has been sequestered 

in earth, rocks, ocean sediment and fossil remains and is no longer available.   The passage of successive glaciations 

and interglacial intervals of the Pleistocene period have led to a ratcheting down of atmospheric CO2 to the point 

where it hit a new low at the end of the last ice age – about 12,000 years ago - that is estimated to have been only 

180ppm.  This was only 30ppm above the estimated extinction level, for all life on Earth (150ppm).    

The Minister for Climate Change, NIWA and the Ministry for the Environment are either parties to deceptive and 

misleading conduct, or derelict in their duty of care to the public because they routinely refer enquiries from 

concerned citizens to sections of the published UN IPCC reports which contain no empirical scientific evidence despite 

their unwarranted assertions that human carbon emissions affect the climate.  When told they don’t, those 

organisations claim that is only because sceptics refuse to accept the truth and they have further and pointedly built 

a generic allegation that they either don’t understand the science, or are simply “climate change deniers”.     

Publications from the various ministries, universities, the UN IPCC and authors at all levels of expertise in the subject 

matter who support the idea of a human induced climate emergency, frequently claim that current temperatures are 

“unprecedented”, or that the warming, ice melt, distress for polar bears, forest fires and sea level rise are each “worse 

than previously predicted,” despite there being no evidence of that at all.  Daily, the news contains only anomalous 

warming and never anomalous cooling, despite there being plenty.  Anyone can find the truth but by doing so, or 

publishing that you did so, leads to withdrawal of media access.   The Holocene climate optimum actually occurred 

some 4,000 years ago.  The physical evidence of many earlier events is available in written history.  Complexity has its 

place in science but only when backed by observable data.   

Because water vapour comprises 96% of all greenhouse gases and has a low dwell time before condensing at higher 

altitude, the UN IPCC has created a tenuous falsehood that the role of water vapour depends entirely of the level of 

atmospheric CO2.  That is proven to be grossly misleading, and despite water vapour, clouds and precipitation being 

the dominant climate moderating forces, the misdirection is deliberate.  Water vapour has properties that the other 

greenhouse gases lack.  By analysing the correlation between temperature and humidity from place to place and time 

to time, it is possible for anyone to recognise the power of water vapour to influence weather – thereby climate within 

minutes to a level of efficacy greater than that of the entire increase in the concentration of CO2 since 1850. 

The increase in average global temperature by about 1o C over the period since the end of the “Little Ice Age” (1300 

to 185AD) is well within natural variability.  The Little Ice Age was cold, not normal!  The suggestion that it was, is just 

misdirection.  The inability to establish a credible correlation between the continued rise in atmospheric CO2 and 

temperature led to the “Climate-gate scandal” and typical of such malfeasance, the coordinated alterations of the 

temperature records throughout the OECD was an example of the tactics used.  While the scientific community closed 

ranks to excuse that crime against science, there remains no evidence to show why the climate has not always been 

driven by the variations in solar activity where a more credible continuous causal relationship exists. 

Meantime a form of “Omerta” is officially enforced at international and local levels to maintain a veneer of plausible 

deniability for what is now the biggest ever fraud in history.  How do supposedly “green” politicians promote a 

campaign against the most useful gas in Earth’s environment and get away with the deception?  .... You tell me! 



John Rofe, Auckland           9th December 2020 

 

Letter to  Minister Shaw - Regarding your support for the false Anthropogenic Global Warming (“AGW”) theory 

 

John Rofe 

76 Beechdale Crescent 

Pakuranga Heights 2010 

Auckland 

14 May 2019 

The Minister of Climate Change 

Parliament Buildings 

New Zealand                  WITHOUT PREJUDICE 

 

Dear Minister Shaw, 

Regarding your support for the false Anthropogenic Global Warming (“AGW”) theory 

Several months ago I began writing to you out of concern that the science did not support the assertions of your 
Government and the UN Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, that human carbon emissions are a principle 
cause of climate change, by which I take you to mean “global warming”.  Further, I put you and your government on 
notice that I am certain that AGW theory is fraudulent.  So you will likely be a culpable party to that alleged fraud if 
you continue your policy. 

You wrote back to me in September, as per the attached document marked Annexure “A” suggesting that I should 
engage with the international body of climate scientists.  You provided three reasons for continuing to not just 
participate in the alleged fraud, but to promote it in New Zealand.  Yet as time progresses I find further evidence of 
the detrimental potential consequences of your policy. 

You asked me in your letter to consult with the international scientific community.  I did and found no scientific 

consensus in favour of your actions. On the contrary, there is good valid reason to reject your Government’s 

speculative plans.  I also found reason to question the motivation and conduct of those parties upon whom you claim 

to place total and unquestioning reliance. 

I have no doubt that your Government has the right to levy taxes and has a duty to safeguard our environment.  But 

in doing so you should not wittingly or unwittingly misrepresent the science (which I believe you have), deceive the 

public (which I believe you have), create unwarranted obligations to foreign agencies (which I believe you have) and 

stimulate Ponzi schemes. (which is essentially what carbon trading has already become). 

Central planks of your Government’s policy which I believe now form part of this alleged fraud are: 

1. There is a proven substantial causal relationship between human emissions of “greenhouse gases” (namely 

carbon dioxide – “CO2”; and methane – “CH4”) and climate change.  If it can be demonstrated that additional 

human discharges of greenhouse gases give rise to climate change (by which you mean “global warming”), 

then that policy plank may be legitimate. 

2. There is a proven detrimental effect from both “global warming” and “pollution” from increased atmospheric 

emissions of CO2 and CH4.  If these can be proven correct, then that policy plank may also be legitimate. 

3. That it is possible by concerted international action to achieve a reduction in atmospheric CO2 by 2030, then 

that plank may also be legitimate if the other planks are. 



If, as I contend, it can be proven that it is in fact a complex array of known natural causes that drive climate change, 

and that human generated greenhouse gases are not a significant influence, then this Government will be a willing 

accomplice to the fraud and will be conducting the single biggest fraud in New Zealand history as an integral part of 

the single biggest fraud in global history.   

In order that you can be in no doubt of the seriousness with which I view your Government’s conduct, I enclose 

herewith the rebuttal of your Government’s position on each one of these flawed and unsupportable policy planks.  

At Annexure “B” you will find a paper which I hope will inform you of the scientific reality that human emissions of 

carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide are too small to play a major role in climate change.  This augments the 

remaining three attachments. 

Annexure “C”, attached herewith demonstrates that for the last 2.5 million years there has been absolutely no 

evidence that CO2 has caused global warming, while there is much evidence that a change in atmospheric 

temperatures results in altered atmospheric CO2 levels, both up and down. 

Annexure “D”, attached herewith demonstrates that within the possible range of 400-1000ppm of atmospheric carbon 

dioxide (and before we run short of fossil fuels), there are no detrimental effects from the current and increased 

atmospheric CO2.  In fact, all occupants of planet earth benefit from increased CO2.  It is not a pollutant, but a gas that 

is essential for all life on earth. 

Annexure “E”, attached herewith demonstrates that there is insufficient evidence that New Zealand together with 

other nations and the UN IPCC will be able to reduce or even hold current CO2 emissions to the present levels.  So you 

have no justification for taxing us on your financially ruinous and speculative assumptions.  You must consider the 

impacts of the “Eddy Grand Solar minimum”. 

May I suggest that you have your staff review the information that I am providing to you with this letter, and 

furthermore I request that you respond to me within one calendar month, in order that I can evaluate my further 

options.   

For the avoidance of doubt, I have laid a complaint with the Serious Fraud Office regarding this matter so this letter to 

you, together with its attachments herewith, will also be sent to them for inclusion on that file (with a copy also being 

sent to my electorate MP, Mr Simeon Brown). 

Yours sincerely 

John Rofe 

4. THE EARTH’S CLIMATE IS A TRULY WONDERFUL THING 

After 15 years of trying to figure out whether the “Warming Alarmists” or the “Climate Change Deniers” are right, I 

have concluded that the causes of climate change are almost totally natural...solar variability on the one hand (because 

the sun provides 99.9% of Earth’s energy) and the water cycle on the other (because 71% of the Earth’s surface is 

covered by water and its evaporation, condensation and precipitation can be seen to affect the climate everywhere, 

from place to place and from time to time).  Just elegant and natural homeostasis. 

By volume and potency, water vapour is the only significant “greenhouse gas”.  Approximately 1.15 trillion tonnes of 

surface water is converted into water vapour every day and being lighter than air, it rises to the skies, cooling as it 

ascends (because the air cools by 6.5oC with every 1,000 metres of altitude). Then it forms clouds and they mask 60-

70% of Earth’s surface. When condensation has completed the cycle, and minute water vapour droplets coalesce into 

rain drops, hail or snow, precipitation of an approximate 1.15 trillion tonnes descends, leaving between 15-20 trillion 

tonnes in the atmosphere at any point in time.  A simple analysis of daily NIWA Met data proves that it is humidity the 

causes the main differences in the climates of major New Zealand cities.  Clouds, consisting of minute water droplets 

continually cover 60-70% of earth’s surface. 

So the sun heats the Earth and the water cycle moderates both the day-time heating and discharge of night-time heat 

into space.  This is easily provable from official published meteorological data, yet no-one is interested in fact checking, 

because it would end the gravy train for so many over-paid pseudo-scientists. 



Over geological time, the Earth’s attitude to, and the distance from the sun has been the cause of the massive 

variability in the global temperatures, between ice ages and intervening inter-glacial periods.  These 100,000 year 

“long period” changes are referred to as Milankovich cycles, but they are of no immediate relevance. 

For the “Alarmists” to blatantly ignore the 10,000 year history of the current interglacial period (known as the 

Holocene) and impute a dominant role for humanity’s effects in the changed levels of certain trace gases is at best a 

gross exaggeration.  There is no evidence that any change in atmospheric carbon dioxide has caused climate change 

although the reverse has been indicated as possible from Antarctic ice core analysis. 

For our leaders to be conned by the protestations of parties benefitting from the deception that it is “settled science” 

(i.e. UN IPCC) is at best incompetent or at worst malfeasance.  We rightly expected NIWA, the Ministry for the 

Environment and cabinet ministers have exercised rigorous oversight of public expenditure.   

For our Minister for Climate Change to write a letter in response to my provision of evidence (in 2018) to inform me 

that good science is never settled, but in this case he is sure it is, defied all logic.  There is no empirical scientific 

justification for his actions so this showed that no independent New Zealand due diligence was ever performed before 

the Zero Carbon legislation was enacted by our Parliament.   

It is often argued that the motive for the deception has been the desire of people beyond our shores to tax an element 

of the periodic table that is the very essence of all life on Earth – carbon.  That was why finding human involvement in 

climate change was central to the role of the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.   With an 

open chequebook from many governments, the OECD’s scientific community was set to work to employ “confirmation 

bias” and sophistry in order to achieve the required result. 

Around the world and in most countries (from the outset) the bogus nature of this hoax has been resisted by scientists. 

They are in part the heroes of this sorry business even though blatant systemic media bias in favour of the hoax has 

left them impotent and ignored (even ridiculed) despite no evidence supporting the supposed orthodoxy.  But every 

serious scientist works in a silo.  In critic’s silos their expertise is contested, but the overwhelming impossibility of the 

UN theory disappears into the mist of deliberate sophistry.  In 30 years of deliberate malfeasance, science and the 

scientific method has been corrupted.  Censorship follows. 

How did climate science get corrupted when the corrupting process occurred in the plain sight? 

Page 2. 

1. The Russian/French Vostok (Antarctica) ice core experiments were alternately ignored or misinterpreted.   

2. The historical impacts of solar variability were actively suppressed – whether they came from the 11- year 

regular solar cycles, or the longer term Grand Solar Maximums and Minimums. 

3. The volume of human influenced “greenhouse gases” was overstated and their efficacy magnified. 

4. The measurement by atomic absorption spectroscopy of the impacts of various gases was ignored and the 

impact of the Beer-Lambert law of physics which down-rated the efficacy of additional concentrations of 

atmospheric carbon dioxide and methane was also minimised by either intent or modelling emphasis. 

5. The true natural power of the water cycle was de-rated by deliberately splitting up the three thermally active 

phases of (i) evaporation – yielding water vapour, (ii) condensation - yielding clouds, and (iii) precipitation-

yielding rain hail or snow (by which high altitude H2O is transferred to earth’s surface with cooling effect).  It 

is the water cycle that always provides the climate with moderation. 

6. The automatic cleansing effect of the water cycle is deliberately ignored and in particular the way in which 

rain brings carbon dioxide (which is also heavier than air) and all pollutants – including residue of the worst 

catastrophic events earth can sustain - back down to where we live, farm and fish. 

7. The impact of the variable heating from sub-sea volcanism is little understood as is the impact of changes to 

the magnetosphere from changes in the variability of solar electromagnetic energy. 

8. There is a large area of study still into the role and impact of the changed cyclic influx of galactic cosmic rays 

on cloud formation and the huge variability in the changes in the thickness and temperature of Earth’s 

Thermosphere.   



9. The huge variations in the thickness and temperature of the Earth’s Thermosphere (as a direct result of the 

cyclic variations in the 11-year, 100-year and longer-phase solar cycles) reflects the passage of earth’s surface 

reflected heat into space, thereby proving beyond doubt that runaway global warming is impossible. 

With new missions now on their way to Mars, “Climate Science”, the one-dimensional perspective of Earth’s climate 

being enclosed in a greenhouse, is akin to the now rejected flat earth theories of the 17th Century. 

Climatologists now keep a weather eye on the “space weather” (key variables are published each day on 

www.spaceweather.com ). There is growing evidence that it is the space weather (where the role of the sun 

dominates) that drives our terrestrial climate.  Certainly, that has been the interpretation of the folk running the 

Russian experiments on the International Space Station.  Their views are shared by many NASA astronauts.  So what 

is delivered to us as “settled science” is really just a set of theories for which there is no empirical scientific proof at 

all!   It is easily proven that human carbon emissions don’t have any significant role to play. 

While many countries do not support the actions of the UN (such as with the Paris Accords), the fact is that there are 

good and proper reasons to object – and from objectors there is solid empirical scientific evidence, in addition to the 

factors that were accepted by the Russian Academy of Sciences in this 2014 presentation below.  The existence of 

their evidence that the UN IPCC narratives are wrong is why more than half the global population will never accept 

the need to waste money on trying to change earth’s climate:  (hint... Ignore the audio, just read the slides) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gdNw8-Cq8h8&feature=emb_logo 

The use of “misdirection” techniques is too obvious to ignore and this suggests there is an undercurrent of intent to 

deceive in much of the material I have reviewed as attached herewith.  So the proper authorities have been informed.  

Now just ask yourself, “Why will the Russians complete their program to commission the balance of 9 huge 24-25,000 

tonne nuclear-powered icebreakers by 2030 if the Arctic ice is soon going to disappear?”.  Hint…it isn’t. 

 

John Rofe Auckland, New Zealand             8 February 2021 

 

 

http://www.spaceweather.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gdNw8-Cq8h8&feature=emb_logo

